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Upon entering, you are escorted by extremely welcoming staff in the living area consisting of marble floors and two comfortable (and very cozy) looking living areas. It is here, where you are offered a tray of your welcome signature fruit cocktail drink to get you settled in. Within this area there is also the snack counter that you can buy the usual food and drinks from the cinema, but you are advised not to.
What? Well, this all becomes apparent after a short time. The 39-seat theater offers the highest quality leather reclining chairs in a 2-2-2 line formation (and a single row back at the back), thus making the initial remarkable observation of how private the start-up is. Your movie companion next to you is at least 6feet away and those at the top have a constricted view of your seats, as the seats are a little
locked. The next key observation after privacy, is comfort. As mentioned the theater is covered with recliners, which with a few clicks of the button, totally reclining to that of a bed! Now, tell me, who doesn't like watching movies in bed? This is the experience novo offers 7 stars. No bed can be entirely comfortable or cozy without pillows and blankets, and Novo seems to have the same mindset, as each
recliner has its own thick prepackageed blanket and satin covered neck pillow placed waiting affectionately for each guest. Here may be a good time to insert a side note: You will be grateful for the thick hot blanket! As most know, cinemas in the region tend to have a penchant for turning up the volume of air conditioning; this blanket (or even a couple more) will do wonders to protect yourself from this cold.
Apart from the seat controls, the other features in the recliner is what really takes the experience to another level. Remember that it was mentioned earlier, that upon arrival you are advised not to stand by the snack counter and place an order? Well, the reason it's because every reclining seat has its own tablet that can be used to order all the snacks directly from. A-MA-ZING! So, again, as you can see,
comfort and comfort is very president throughout the experience. The tablet allows you to navigate through an extensive pictorial menu of food and drink, and as you continue to browse what is on offer, you will surely begin to realize that the selection is very different from the standard popcorn, nachos and hotdogs commonly found on regular counters. You can enjoy your movie whist eating at a variety of
meals, such as fresh salads, Arabic mezzes, sliders, pizzas and premium ice cream just to name a few! The wide variety of food in cinema allows all palates to satiate their desires. And with such an amazing premium menu, it is fitting that your food is served to you in premium chinaware, directly to the side table attached to your recliner. This whole process certainly praises, and reiterates novo's concept
and 7-star standards. In consideration of the the quality of the food and beverages (hot and cold) that are available, as well as the attention to the presentation and delivery of food, the cost of refreshments within the 7 star experience is relatively reasonable and good value. Also, if you need service from any of the staff at any time during the film, the staff is just a press of a distance button; The tablets on
the seat have a call function to alert staff of seats/ private guests. Again, a great feature that provides the best in comfort and comfort to Novo's 7-star experience customers. The screen and sound quality during the movie experience itself, is top quality and this screen can play – in rotation, up to four different movie titles during the course of the day. So hopefully the 7-star experience can be enjoyed by a
variety of audiences of different genre tastes. The 7-star Novo Cinema offers you the best luxury movie service and experience, and as such automatically expect the entry fee to be higher than the standard. So, even with input priced at QR150, the screen is definitely worth a try, so to experience the latest in movie watching luxury. For lists of what appears on the 7-star screen, you can visit Novo
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in QatarSouq Waqif - DohaTawar Mall SHOW TIMES Explore Explore &gt; FILTER BY Follow Favourite 0 Your Rating 1 stars 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars 7 stars 8 stars 9 stars 10 stars 0 Your Rating 1 stars 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars 6 stars 7 stars 8 stars 9 stars 10 stars Now Playing Friday 01 January Friday 01 January Saturday 02 January Sunday 03 January Monday 04 January 05 January
Wednesday 06 January 0 His rating 1 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars 6 stars 7 stars 8 stars 9 Stars 10 Star Nicolas Cage Kevin Durand Language: English Country: USA When a professional hunter travels to the Amazon rainforest to catch some rare predators, he discovers that aboard the ship he is a killer who has released the captive animals, and everything becomes... Read more chaos. Experiences
available: Standard Friday January 01 01:00 pm 45 QAR 03:00 pm 45 QAR 07:00 pm 45 QAR 09:00 pm 45 QAR 11:00 pm 4 5 QAR 5.5 Your Rating 1 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars 6 stars 7 stars 8 stars 9 stars 10 Language: English country: USA Diana Prince is a DC-Comics Demigoddess who is also an Amazonian princess and warrior. After leaving his homeland, he travelled in the 1980s and found
himself in the middle of the Cold War, and this... Read more time you have to face your archenemy, the Cheetah. Experiences available: Standard ATMOS IMAX 7 Star Friday 01 January 01:00 pm 45 QAR 02:00 pm 45 QAR 03:00 pm 45 QAR 04:00 pm 45 QAR 05:00 pm to 55 QAR 06:00 pm 45 more QAR (7) 07:00 pm 55 QAR 08:00 pm 4 pm5 QAR 09:00 pm to 45 QAR 09:30 pm 45 QAR 10:00 pm 45
QAR 11:00 pm 45 QAR 11:5 am 45 h 45 d.AR 01:40 h 75 QAR 04:40 h 75 QAR 08:30 h 75 QAR 11:30 h 75 QAR 01:30 pm 150 QAR 04:30 pm 150 QAR 07:30 pm QAR 10:30 pm 150 QAR 04:15 pm 150 QAR 07:45 pm to 1 pm 5 QAR 11:15 pm 150 pm QAR 4.3 Your Rating 1 stars 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars 7 stars 8 stars 9 stars 10 stars Kylian Trouillard Alexis Victor Language: French country:
Belgium France How the world came to know about Bigfoot , decides that the best use for your newf fame is to protect a wildlife reserve from an invaded oil company. But when he disappears, his son Adam ... Read more equipment with his mother, a raccoon, and a bear to find out what happened to him. Experiences available: Standard Friday January 01 01:15 pm 45 QAR 03:15 pm 45 QAR 05:20 pm 45
QAR 07:15 pm 45 QAR 6.3 Your Rating 1 stars 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars 7 stars 8 stars 9 stars 10 stars Language: English country: US Thriller Drama Criminal action When bank robber Tom Carter decides to leave behind his notorious life and make a fresh start , is driven back into action when pursued by two corrupt FBI agents. Experiences available: Standard Friday January 01 01:15 pm 45 QAR
05:50 pm 45 QAR 09:50 pm 45 QAR 5.2 Your Rating 1 stars 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars s 6 stars 7 stars 8 stars 9 stars 10 stars Daniel Radcliffe Samara Weaving Language: English Country: Germany UK New Zealand Video game developer Miles finds himself struggling to stay alive when he becomes a participant in a violent ultraviol online game while being chased by the whole city for ruthless
opponent Nix while... Read more have screwed weapons in your hands. Experiences available: Standard Friday January 01 01:50 pm 45 QAR 03:50 pm 45 QAR 07:50 pm 45 QAR 11:50 pm 45 QAR 5 .4 Your Rating 1 stars 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars 7 stars 8 stars 9 stars 10 stars Milla Jovovich Ron Perlman Language: English country: Germany USA When Lt. Artemis and his team of elite soldiers find
themselves transported to a world ruled by powerful monsters , team up with a mysterious hunter to help you survive the deadly creatures and get... Read more back home. Experiences available: Standard Friday 01 January 0 Rating disabled Nicolas Cage Frank Grillo Language: English Country: US When a celebrated war hero is defeated by the leader of a vicious race of alien invaders that attack Earth
every six years, an old order of jiu-jitsu fighters must find a way to save humanity from... Read more destruction. disponibles: Standard Friday 01 Gener 05:15 pm 45 QAR 07:20 pm 45 QAR Quick Links: Doha Cinemas Cinemas Cinemas
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